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D A N VOICULESCU 
In [3] C. A. BERGER and B. I. SHAW proved that for a hyponormal operator T 
the following inequality holds: 
T r [ n r ] ^ - I m ( 7 > ( f f ( r ) ) 
where a{T) is the spectrum of T, a> is planar Lebesgue measure and M(7)6NU { « } 
denotes the multicyclicity of T. The aim of the present note is to give a new proof and 
an extension of the result of Berger and Shaw by connecting it with quasitriangularity 
relative to the Hilbert—Schmidt class. Thus, we obtain that the hyponormality con-
dition can be replaced by the condition that the negative part (|T*, 7])_ of [T*, T\ 
be trace class (the author has learned that this result has been obtained about 
a year ago by C. A. Berger using different methods). But even more, for such T we 
prove that 
Tr [T*, T]S — m(T+X)co(a(T+X)) 
n 
where X is any Hilbert—Schmidt operator. In particular if 
71 
then every Hilbert—Schmidt perturbation of T has a non-trivial invariant subspace. 
Quasitriangular operators were introduced by P. R. HALMOS [6] and it was 
shown by APOSTOL, FOIA§ and VOICULESCU [2] that there is a spectral characteriza-
tion of these operators. A refinement of the notion of quasitriangular operator 
relative to a norm-ideal was considered in [11]. 
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Throughout, H will denote a complex separable Hilbert space of infinite dimen-
sion. By SC(H) we denote the bounded operators on H and by £?(H) the set of 
finite-rank orthogonal projections on H with its natural order. Then the analogue 
of Apostol's modulus of quasitriangularity relative to a Schatten—von Neumann 
•class is: 
•where T£Se(H) and \X\p=1v((X* X)^) (lSp<=o). 
Then if Pn£&(H) and P„-^I we have 
liminf |(/—P„)77>n| S qp(T). 
Moreover, one can find Pn£0>(H) such that Pn\I and 
l i m \(I-PN)TPN\P = GP(T). 
For Te& (H ) we shall denote by Rat(T) the algebra of operators of the 
form f(T) where / is a rational function with poles off the spectrum a(T) of T. 
The multicyclicity wj ( r )6NU{° ° } is the least cardinal of a set Ed H such that 
the closed linear span of Rat (T )E is H. 
Proposit ion 1. For T£J?(H) and 1 we have 
qp(T) S (m(r))1/p||r||. 
Proof. If m(T) = °° there is nothing to prove. So assume m(T) = n < ° » and 
consider a multicyclic set {ç l5 ..., Çn} for T}. Consider 
HJ= V Rat ( r )c t , # 0 = 0, KJ = HiQHj.l, T j = PKJT\Kj, th = P K j Ç j . 
k=1 
Then, using Proposition 2.1 of [11] we have q p { T ) ^ ( j? (qP(Tk))")llp. Now, 
k-1 
it is easily seen that a(Tk)cza(T) and t]k is a multicyclic vector for Tk. This reduces 
the proof of the proposition to the case n=1. 
Consider a sequence {¿,}7=i of points contained and dense in the union of 
the bounded components of C\A(T). Since is multicyclic for T, it is easily seen 
that denoting by PM the projection onto the finite-dimensional subspace of H spanned 
by the vectors T K ( T - X ^ - 1 . . . ( T - X M ) ~ 1 ^ 1 where O^k^lm, we have P M ^ P M + 1 , 
F J I and r a n k ( ( / — P ^ T P M ) = 1. It follows that \(R-PM)TPM\P^\\T\\ and hence 
QP(T)^\\T\\. O.E.D. 
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For a hermitian operator such that the negative part A_ of A is-
trace-class, we shall denote by Tr A the trace of A, in case A is trace-class and °° 
in case A is not trace-class. 
Proposit ion 2. Let Td^iH) be an operator such that the negative part 
([T*, J])_ of [T*, T] is trace-class. Then we have Tr[T*, T]s(q2(T))2. 
Proof. Let Pme&(H), Pm\I be such that lim \(I-Pm)TPm\2=q2(T). 
We have 
(q2(T)f= lim \{I-Pm)TPm\l = lim T r ( P m T * T P m - P m T * P m T P J = 
v ' m— oo m-*oo 
= lim Tr(P f f l[r*, T]Pm+PmT(I-Pm)T*Pm) s 
lim sup Tr(Pm[T\ T)PJ = Tr[T\ T]. 
OO 
Q.E.D. 
Proposit ion 3. Let be an operator such that the negative part 
([T*, J])_ of[T*, T] be trace-class and let X£&(H) be a Hilbert—Schmidt opera-
tor. Then we have 
Tr[J*, T ] S - m(T+X)co(ff(T+X)) 
71 
where co denotes planar Lebesgue-measure. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case when m(T+X)=n-< 
Given £>0 and denoting by Q the open set 
a = {z€C: \z\ S ||T+ X\\+ e}\(T(T+ X) 
we can find a hyponormal operator D such that: 
a(Z)) c Q, m (D ) = n, \\D\\ S ||T+ X || + e, [D*, D] =£ 0, 
Tr [D*, D] ^ (co(£2)—e). 
Such a D is easily constructed by using the "computational lemma" of the paper 
of BERGER and SHAW [3], or more elementarily by considering an appropriate direct 
sum of operators of the form ?J+fiS where X, p€C and S is the unilateral shift. 
Using Proposition 1 we have 
Tr[(r©Z>)*, (T®D)] =S (q2(T®D))\ 
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and hence 
Tr [ T\ T]+^(co(Q)-s) S (q2(T®D)f. 
But q2(T®D)=q2((T+X)®D) since X is Hilbert—Schmidt. 
Moreover, m((T+X)®D)=n=m(T+X) and hence, using Proposition 2, 
we have 
(q2«T+ X)®D)f S (m(T+X))(\\T+X\] + e)°- = -i m(T+X)(co(Q) + co(<r(T+X))). 
It follows that Tr [ r * , T)^— m(T+X){(o(p(T+X))-s). Since s>0 is arbitrary, 
n 
we have 
Ti[T*, T] ^—m(T+X)(o(a(T+X)) 
n 
which is the desired result. Q.E.D. 
Consider <rle(T), are(T) the left-essential and the right-essential spectra of T 
and remark that if o{T+X) in the proposition above is bigger than ate(T)Piare(T) 
then T+X has a non-trivial invariant subspace. This together with Proposition 3 
gives the following: 
Corol lary 1. If T is an operator with ([T*, T})_ trace class and 
Tr [ r * , T]>±(ole(T)n<rre(.T)) 
then every operator T+X with X Hilbert—Schmidt has a non-trivial invariant sub-
space. 
Consider also E(c(T)) the polynomially convex hull of <R(T), i.e., the com-
plement of the unbounded component of C\<R(T) and remark that for X a com-
pact operator (T(T+X)D (C\E(a (T ) ) ) is an at most countable set and hence 
(D(<J(T+X))^CO(E(O(T))). This together with Proposition 3 gives: 
Corol lary 2. If T is an operator with ([T*, T])_ trace-class and if 
then m (T+ X)>\ for every Hilbert—Schmidt operator X. 
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